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ABSTRACT

The quantum-spin-Hall (QSH) phase and its helical edge spins of two-dimensional (2D) topological insulators (TIs) are attracting
increasing attention. The helical edge spin currents are a favorite to applications in dissipationless spintronic devices with low error rates
because the spin currents existing along sample 1D edges are topologically protected in time-reversal symmetry and are easily controlled by
external bias voltages. Moreover, combining the 1D edge spin currents with ferromagnetic or superconductor electrodes yields various excit-
ing phenomena and those applications to innovative quantum devices. Nevertheless, reports of 2D TIs and QSH phases (particularly at high
temperatures) have been rare and mainly in semiconductor 2D quantum wells. Here, I introduce and discuss how 2D TI states and QSH
phases can be created and applied to innovative quantum (spintronic) devices, particularly in atomically thin layers (such as graphene and
transition metal dichalcogenide family, which is energetically studied and have demonstrated large topological bulk gaps recently). Research
of 2D TIs on atom-thin (or few) layers and those application must open a door to next-generation quantum architectures (such as topologi-
cal quantum computation utilizing the Majorana fermion).

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0029326

I. INTRODUCTION

Research of novel two-dimensional (2D) materials and
quantum phenomena observed in them is attracting significant
interest. In particular, various quantum phenomena, which arise
from those specified spin alignments, are highly interesting, such as
2D magnetism, superconductivity, and spintronic phenomena.
Recently, numerous novel quantum phenomena have been
observed in atomically thin 2D layers, such as graphene and transi-
tion metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) family.

Among those, helical edge spins in the quantum-spin-Hall
(QSH) phase of 2D topological insulators (TIs) are highly impor-
tant. A 2D TI is characterized by a bulk bandgap Δ arising from
spin–orbit coupling (SOC) and helical edge spin states along the
sample 1D edges within the closed Δ. In the helical edge spin
states, opposite-spin electrons form a Kramers doublet and
counter-propagate under the protection of time-reversal symmetry
(Fig. 1). Consequently, the edge conductance is quantized leading
to the QSH phase, which is much different from the conventional
quantum Hall effect that originates from just the electron orbital

quantization and Landau levels formed under strong magnetic
fields. The helical edge spins are suitable for applications to spin-
tronic devices because the 1D spin current path along the sample
edges can be easily controlled by external bias voltages with avoid-
ing influence of any geometrical scattering factors.

Nevertheless, reports of 2D TIs have been rare. The main
stream has been semiconductor quantum wells. The first experi-
mental demonstration of the QSH phase was realized in 2D
quantum wells of HgTe/(Hg, Cd)Te at low temperatures.1–4

Multi-probe resistance measurements in the quantum wells
revealed hallmark transport conductance values, ∼e2/Nh (where e
is the elemental electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, and N is an
integer), following the Landauer–Büttiker (LB) formalism that indi-
cates dephasing of electron waves in metal electrodes placed on the
1D edge spin current path. Then, InAs/GaSb quantum wells have
been a platform for the research of the QSH phase.5,6

On the other hand, atomically thin layers are expected as a
major candidate for high-temperature 2D TIs. Indeed, prediction of
the prototypical QSH insulator was in graphene, which is a carbon
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monolayer.9 However, graphene has extremely weak SOC because
of the low mass of carbon atom and, hence, TI states are difficult to
be detected. In order to overcome this problem, various theoretical
works have reported how to induce SOC and introduce 2D TI
states into graphene. Some experimental efforts have also been
challenged. In Sec. II, this issue is reviewed introducing our latest
experiments.10–14,22–41

Subsequently, monolayer (atomically thin) TMDC family
(e.g., WTe2, MoS2) is becoming a strong candidate. Large internal
electric fields caused by strong out-of-plane asymmetry of a TMDC
layer induce a band inversion.15–21 Moreover, heavy mass of
TMDC atoms provides strong SOC. This SOC yields topological
bulk gaps Δ in the band inversion. Furthermore, one of the crystal
phases in TMDC family, the so-called 1T0 phase, possesses strain,
resulting in the stable crystal structure. This strain also induces the
band inversion and introduces huge, large Δ. Indeed, many works
have observed such large Δ, which overcome even room-
temperature energy, in the last few years.16–18 Nevertheless, reports
of high-temperature QSH phases are rare.19–21 In Sec. III, this issue
is reviewed basing on our experiments.

By combining superconductors (SCs) with helical edge spin
states along the sample 1D edges of 2D TIs, one can explore
various quantum phenomena and realize innovative application
based on them. An interesting quantum phenomenon is the
Majorana fermion (MF), which is an own anti-particle. The race
for confirming MF and its application to topological quantum
computation are highly active.42–50 In Sec. IV, this MF issue is
briefly discussed.

II. QSH PHASE IN GRAPHENE

Graphene played a key historical role in the development of
TIs7,8—materials that demonstrate an electrically inert interior yet
form exotic metals at their boundary. In 2005, Kane and Mele pre-
dicted that SOC of electrons turns graphene into a “QSH insulator”
that hosts spin-filtered metallic edge states with inherent resilience
from scattering.9 These edge states were expected to activate tanta-
lizing technological applications for dissipationless electronic and
spintronic devices and fault-tolerant quantum computing.10–12

However, intrinsic SOC of graphene is far too weak to yield
an observable QSH phase in practice. Various theoretical works
have pursued this line of attack, e.g., by the introduction of foreign
atoms or substrate engineering;22–26 these methods were predicted

to elevate the bulk bandgap for the QSH phase by several orders of
magnitude compared to that in pure graphene. Implementation of
these proposals was, however, so far proven challenging despite
past efforts.27–30

On the other hand, numerous experimental trials have been
made to enhance SOC and facilitate the observation of its QSH
phase as follows; e.g., surface decoration by (1) small-mass
adatoms32,33 or (2) heavy nanoparticles34–36 and (3) using heavy
wires or substrates.37–39 Nevertheless, they suffered from lack of
appropriate experimental results with high reproducibility. One of
the reasons for (1) and (2) is because precise control of the small-
amount decoration (e.g., coverage ratio≪ 10%) without giving
damage or contamination was difficult. Moreover, large amount
decoration (e.g., ≫10%) leads to various parasitic phenomena
(e.g., spin absorption,39,40 phase interference of electron spin waves
or dephasing,32 and inter-valley scattering) and obstructs emer-
gence of pure SOC. Therefore, the small-amount and damageless
decoration of graphene with nanoparticles is indispensable.

When these problems would be resolved, heavy adatom
(nanoparticle) decoration theoretically leads to the introduction of
SOCs into graphene. It preserves the sp2 bond character (i.e., Dirac
states) of graphene, while mediating diverse SOCs through electron
tunneling onto and off the adatom p,d,f-orbitals, which depends on
the position of the adatoms on the carbon hexagonal lattice of gra-
phene. Many theoretical literature studies exist for this respect.

For example, SOC energy (ESO)∼ 40 meV for a concentration
of ∼0.1 lead (Pb) adatom/carbon of graphene was theoretically
predicted with a dependence of adatom density and position
{e.g., hollow position [see Fig. 2(a)] or just above carbon atom}.41

It was calculated that the latter position leads to the introduction
of only Rashba-type SOC caused by the destruction of the out-
of-plane symmetry of the graphene plane. On the contrary, both
Rashba-type and intrinsic SOC can be introduced for the former
case (i.e., hollow position). Even ESO > 200 meV with a robust 2D
TI state was predicted for 5dxz, yz-adatom [e.g., osmium (Os)] deco-
rated graphene with coverage as small as 1% (on hollow position)
[Figs. 2(a)–2(c)].23 That was attributed to the hybridization of the
partially filled d-orbital SOC impurity bands with the Dirac state of
graphene [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. Random and small-amount decora-
tion (coverage≪ 10%) can even stabilize topological phases.24

Moreover, decoration of graphene by extremely small-amount
nanoparticles can maintain ballistic electron transport, resulting in
room-temperature detection of spin current. These features are
beneficial. The first experimental evidence for the formation of the
QSH phase in a graphene decorated with heavy nanoparticles has
been confirmed experimentally as follows.

Graphene was decorated with dilute, randomly positioned
Bi2Te3 nanoparticles at very small coverage (∼3%), using nanonee-
dle methods in the experiments.13,14 The strong chemical coupling
between graphene Dirac stets and d,f-orbitals of Bi2Te3 nanoparti-
cles was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS). Although
the XPS peak heights were small, the authors found that only the
nanoparticle deposition via the nanoneedle method yields the small
peaks because acetone droplets including nanoparticles were
dropped on the graphene surface from the top end of nanoneedle,
resulting in the introduction of very small amounts of damages or
defects to the graphene surface.14

FIG. 1. Schematic view of helical edge states of 2D TI states.
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Non-local resistance measurements on six or four-probe
pattern graphene with this nanoparticle coverage [insets of
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] using back-gate voltages (Vbg) revealed quanti-
tative agreement with the response expected from dissipationless
edge-state conduction in a QSH phase, when the Fermi level (EF)
was tuned to Dirac points, i.e., confirmation of hallmark transport
resistance values, quantum of resistance (RQ) =∼e2/2 h [Fig. 3(a)]
and e2/4 h [Fig. 3(b)], following the LB formalism. These are in
quantitatively good agreement with those for the QSH phase
observed in HgTe/(Hg, Cd)Te quantum wells.2

The heavy nanoparticles carry giant SOC via tunneling
current and can, thus, significantly modify graphene’s Dirac states
even at very low coverages; they can also be inserted into the gra-
phene lattice in a minimally invasive way. As above-explained for
heavy adatom/graphene systems, topological bulk gaps open due to
the hybridization between the graphene’s π states (the Dirac state)
and the spin–orbit-split dxz and dyz Os atom orbitals in the case of
Os adatom.23 The Dirac state of graphene is rather delocalized and,
thus, it can highly mediate interactions among Os adatoms over a
large range even under small coverages. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) quali-
tatively coincide with this case. The perpendicular magnetic-field
(B⊥) dependence of the observed resistance peaks supported this.14

The temperature dependence of the resistance peaks clarified
that the QSH phase can survive up to 25 K [Fig. 3(c)]. Scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) also suggested the presence of the
maximum Δ∼ 20 meV and its vanishing at the sample edges
[Fig. 3(d)], supporting the presence of the 2D TI states. This exper-
imental confirmation re-established graphene as an experimentally
promising QSH medium and spotlighted many avenues of future
exploration. However, the operating temperature for the QSH
phase was still low, and the Δ values were small. Control of the
nanoparticle decoration by the nanoneedle method is also not easy.

III. QSH PHASE IN THE 2D TMDC FAMILY

On the other hand, 2D TI states in various atomically thin 2D
layers are recently attracting significant attention as candidates
for the QSH phase with a huge large Δ, actually larger than room
temperature (RT). They were theoretically predicted in Ref. 15,
first, in the 1T0 phase of monolayer TMDC family.15 After then,
several experimental reports confirmed them by angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and STS, e.g., WSe2 and
WTe2 [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], formed on bi-layer graphene/SiC with
Δ∼ 100–129 meV.16 Other monolayers also confirmed large Δ, e.g.,
bismuthene (a bismuth monolayer) on SiC with Δ∼ 0.8 eV,17 and
the layered mineral jacutingaite (Pt2HgSe3) with Δ∼ 110 meV.18

The 1T0 phase of the monolayer TMDC family is particularly
amenable to experimental scrutiny. In fact, large Δ have been
detected in STS or ARPES at low temperatures. However, almost
no reports of the QSH phase at high temperatures [e.g., by observ-
ing the RQ/N (=h/Ne2) like the cases for semiconductor quantum
wells and graphene as introduced in Sec. II] existed. Only one work
reported the 100 kelvin (K)-QSH phase in monolayer WTe2 with a
extremely short channel (≪∼100 nm) (Fig. 5).19 In the report, a
double-gate structure was employed. Whole gate tuned EF to an
energy far from Kramers point over the sample entire surface,
resulting in the disappearance of 2D TI states and the introduction
of the large metallic currents that suppress the large contact resist-
ance between the metal electrode and WTe2. In contrast, local gate
tuned EF to the Kramers point only in a very short channel
between two electrodes, yielding 2D TI states and QSH phase up to
100 K (Fig. 5), which were obtained by low contact resistance.

For the lack of experimental evidence of the QSH phase at
high temperature, the following origins are considered: (1) poor
uniformity of Δ over the large sample area due to disorder induced
by the substrate (doping or potential fluctuations), (2) influence of

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic view of the hollow position for adatom placed on the center of carbon hexagonal lattice of graphene. (b) Topological bulk gap △so as large as
200 meV, calculated for 1%-Os atom-decorated graphene at the hollow position. (c) Its coverage ratio dependence, including Cu–Os adatom cases, and (d) and (e) band
structures for (b). Adapted and reproduced with permission from Hu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 266801 (2012). Copyright 2012 The American Physics Society.
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FIG. 3. Four-probe resistances (R) vs back-gate voltage (Vbg) measured on the graphenes formed into (a) six or (b) four-probe patterns (insets of a and b) and covered in
Bi2Te3 nanoparticles at ∼3% coverage ratio. Current flows between contacts indicated by squares in insets, and R is measured across circled contacts; no contact Rs are
subtracted. In (a), the green line corresponds to undecorated graphene. The green dashed line in each panel represents RQ-based value predicted for helical edge trans-
port. (c) Zero-B temperature dependence of conductance (in the Alenius plot format) corresponding to the inverse of the R peak values shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b); the
dashed lines serve as a guide to the eye. (d) STS spectra for a sample around Vbg for the R peak, recorded at bulk locations near two different nanoparticles (black and
blue curves) and at an edge point (red curve). Adapted from Hatsuda et al., Sci. Adv. 4, eaau6915 (2019). Copyright 2019 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license.

FIG. 4. (a) and (b) Large topological bulk gaps observed in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) for monolayer WSe2 (a) and WTe2 (b) formed on
bi-layer graphene/SiC. (c) STS spectra of (a) on bulk and edge. Adapted and reproduced with permission from Tang et al., Nat. Phys. 13, 683 (2017). Copyright 2017
Springer Nature.
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oxidation (air exposure of samples), (3) influence of conducting
substrates, which can short-circuit the edge states, and/or (4) noisy
spectra of STS measured at high temperature. Regarding (1) and
(2), the observation of a Δ by STS and ARPES gives only partial
information. Even if the measured Δ are large, thermally activated
charge carriers can overcome small values of Δ found at some
regions of a large sample area. Thus, helical edge states can be dis-
rupted, particularly at high temperatures. The 100K-QSH phase
observed only in a noticeably short channel in the above-mentioned
WTe2 strongly supports this interpretation. Problem (3) can be mini-
mized by using non-conductive substrates (e.g., hBN, SiO2).

Problems (1) and (2) were resolved by a specific method, in
which the 1T0–TI phase was patterned on 2H semiconducting-
phase few-layer MoS2 by laser-beam irradiation.20,21 In-plane heat
yielded by the laser irradiation rapidly and uniformly decays over
large area of the TMDC layer surface, resulting in an increase in
temperature up to ∼300 °C and causing a transition from the 2H to
the 1T0–TI phases. Excess heat accumulation resulted in burning of
the surface-side layers, leading to thinning layers and semitranspar-
ent color [Fig. 6(a)].

TMDC layers have various type phases; e.g., 2H semiconduct-
ing, 1T, and 1T0 phases [Fig. 6(b)]. Electron beam irradiation to the
2H phase causes a transition to the 1T phase, while it is metastable.
In contrast, the 1T0 phase is more thermally and chemically stable,
owing to the introduction of strain by decreasing the distance
between two S atoms along the z direction (i.e., along out-of-plane)
[Fig. 6(b)], which enables applications with long-term reliability.
1T0-phase TMDCs have been formed by various methods (e.g.,
laser-beam irradiation, substrate heating, and chemical vapor depo-
sition on bi-layer graphene) and deployed in numerous applica-
tions (e.g., ohmic metallic junction between a metal electrode and
2H-MoS2, supercapacitor electrodes, and the present TIs). Large

internal electric fields caused by breaking of the out-of-plane (the z
direction) symmetry in TMDCs yields a band inversion, and then,
strong SOC due to the large mass opens topological Δ on this band
inversion. The strain of the 1T0 phase also induces the band inver-
sion, leading to the larger Δ.

As the initial laser-irradiation experiments, the formation of
many 1T0-layers and an excessive damage done by the high-power
laser beam (e.g., ∼17 mW) and long irradiation time (e.g., over
∼30 s) led to a 1T0 phase with sizable Δ∼ 35 meV over a large area
(∼2 μm), which showed traces of the QSH phase up to ∼40 K.20
However, the laser-beam irradiation conditions to clearly obtain
one quantized resistance plateau (peak) due to the QSH phase were
not realized.

In their second experiments, the power and the irradiation
time were improved with a power as low as 4.6 mW and irradiation

FIG. 5. (a) Quantum-spin-Hall phase observed in monolayer WTe2 with dual gate structure. Vc is the local gate voltage that was applied between two-probe electrodes
with very short channel length (i.e., ≪100 nm). (b) Its temperature dependence. Adapted and reproduced with permission from Wu et al., Science 359, 76 (2018).
Copyright 2018 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

FIG. 6. (a) Optical microscope image of a MoS2 flake. The semitransparent rec-
tangle parts are the low-power laser-beam irradiated regions corresponding to
2D topological phase. The region shown by an arrow is used for the measure-
ments for Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). (b) Schematic images of the crystal structure for
2H, 1T, and 1T0 phases of the TMDC family.
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time of 20 s for each point and applied to thinner MoS2 layers
(∼4 layers), which have been previously mechanically exfoliated
from the bulk material and transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate.

21

This allowed us to clearly observe the RT-QSH phase arising from a
protected topologically non-trivial mono(or bi)-layer embedded in
the few-layer 1T0-MoS2. Damages to the 1T0-phase crystal were sup-
pressed by the lower laser power and its shorter irradiation times,
particularly for the inner layers, which are protected by the top
surface and bottom layers. These are likely to present a uniform
high-crystal quality. Despite the low power employed, all layers of
the 2H phase were changed into ∼4 layers in the 1T0 phase.

RT resistance (R) measurements are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)
as a function of Vbg.

21 Peaks or plateau-like features with values
∼RQ/2 appear in the two-probe measurements [Fig. 7(a)], which is
consistent with the report in a short-channel monolayer of WTe2.

19

This result was also a notable improvement upon the above-
mentioned high-power laser-irradiation results, where, despite
being promising, a single clear plateau was hardly obtained.20 The
slight deviation of the RT R peak values from theory ∼RQ/2 for the
0.5 μm-channel [Fig. 7(a)] and also those for the longest channel
length (2 μm) were attributed to the thermally activated bulk
charge carriers in some 1T0 topological parts with the smaller Δ
and the defective edges (e.g., local charge puddles),5,14,30,31

respectively.
A four-probe measurement reconfirmed this result [Fig. 7(b)],

where a well-developed plateau with a value of RQ/4 appears. The RQ/
4 value becomes even more well-defined at T = 1.5 K. This value was
reported in the four-probe measurement on HgTe/(Hg, Cd)Te
quantum wells,2,3 Bi2Te3-nanoparticle decorated graphene (Sec. II),
and in the above-mentioned high-power laser-irradiated thin 1T0

MoS2. A straightforward calculation based on the LB formalism con-
firmed the measured value for this contact geometry.21

B⊥-dependent measurements are shown in Fig. 7(c). As B⊥
increases, the conductance G, corresponding to the inverse of RQ/2
[red symbols; Figs. 7(a)] and RQ/4 [blue symbols; Fig. 7(b)],
exponentially decreases. G values (black symbols) corresponding to
the inverse of R away from the peak or plateau remain almost
unchanged. These results were in good agreement with those
observed in WTe2

19 and in Bi2Te3 decorated graphene (Sec. II),
and further supported that the R peak (plateau) can be attributed
to helical edge states. Only when EF was set to the Kramers degen-
eracy point at B⊥ = 0, R can reflect the time-reversal symmetry
breaking and gap opening caused by the applied B⊥ (see insets),
resulting in the observed exponential decrease in G.

Figure 7(d) demonstrates examples of low-temperature STS
spectra taken on laser-irradiated 1T0 regions. For Vbg∼ 35 V,
approximately corresponding to the Kramers degeneracy point (see
schematic views in the insets), STS gaps of Δ∼ 60–70 meV, which
are larger than RT, are measured in two bulk points (blue and
green curves), while the gap closes near an edge (red solid curve).
The Δ values were also larger than 45-meV, as reported in
1T0-WTe2.

19 Moreover, when Vbg was set away from the Kramers
degeneracy point (Vbg∼ 10 V; red dotted curve) at the edge posi-
tion (refer insets), dI/dV transformed into that expected for just the
metallic behavior of the 1T0 phase.

This laser-derived 1T0 phase made the observation of the
RT-QSH phase with high stability possible, which was maintained

at least for 10 days in air. The laser-beam irradiation method
brought several advantages into the field of atomically thin QSH
crystals and also opened the possibility for RT applications of these
topological phases. In particular, the on-demand laser-beam pat-
terning of the topological phases on thin semiconducting MoS2
regions facilitates the design of topological spintronic devices with
zero-emission energy. Combining this with high-temperature
superconductors could open the door to Majorana fermion based
topological devices and circuits for high-temperature operation.
The possibility is briefly demonstrated in Sec. IV.

IV. MAJORANA ZERO-BIAS MODES IN A HYBRID
SYSTEM FOR SC/HELICAL EDGE SPIN STATES

In Sec. III, how to realize the QSH phases of 2D TIs on
TMDC family were reviewed. By combining SC- or ferromagnetic-
electrodes with helical edge spin states along the sample 1D edges
of 2D TIs, one can explore various quantum phenomena and
realize innovative applications based on them.

FIG. 7. (a) Two- and (b) four-probe R measurements as a function of Vbg. The
low contact R is subtracted. Different colors of the three curves represent differ-
ent measurements over three times. Dotted lines correspond to RQ/2 and RQ/4.
Black curves are the results measured at 1.5 K. Insets: Schematic views of the
electrode probe arrangement (red areas) on the 1T0 region with inter-probe
(channel) distance expressed in μm. (c) Out-of-plane magnetic-field (B⊥)
dependence of conductance corresponding to the inverse of the R peak and
plateau values in (a) and (b) (red and blue symbols) and to the inverse of a R
value off peak (plateau) (black symbol). (d) STS spectra for the laser-irradiated
1T0 region. The two bulk signals (blue and green curves) were measured near
the center of the 1T0 region, and the edge signals (red solid and dotted curves)
were measured near the boundary of the 1T0/2H phases. Vbg was set to +35 V
(corresponding to the R peak) and +10 V (to off R peak) for the three solid and
the dotted curves, respectively. Insets: Schematic views of band diagrams near
or away from Kramers degeneracy point with EF. Adapted from Katsuragawa
et al., Commun. Mater. 1, 51 (2020). Copyright 2020 Author(s), licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
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One of exciting quantum phenomena is MF. First, the appear-
ance of MF was predicted at edges and cores of topological super-
conductors [Fig. 8(a)] and then at the end edges of interface
between SC and 1D helical edge states of 2D TIs or 1D-TI states
under weak in-plane magnetic fields (B//) [Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)].
Recently, signatures of MF are experimentally researched in a
hybrid system for SC/semiconductor nanowires with strong SOI
under weak B// [Fig. 8(d) and 8(e)],42–45 including a proximity-
induced superconducting Coulomb island (Majorana island).46–48

Most recently, it is reported even in Fe-atomic chains/SC(Pb)
system49 and Kitaev spin liquid (RuCl3).

50

Signatures of MF in a hybrid system for SC/semiconductor
nanowires with strong SOI have been confirmed by many observa-
tions of Majorana zero-bias modes (MZBM) [Fig. 8(e)], which are
quasiparticle excitations in condensed matter systems and have
been proposed as building blocks of fault-tolerant quantum com-
puters. They may exhibit non-Abelian particle statistics, in contrast
to the usual statistics of fermions and bosons, enabling quantum
operations to be performed by braiding isolated modes around one
another. Quantum braiding operations are topologically protected
insofar as these modes are pinned near zero energy with the depar-
ture from zero expected to be exponentially small as the modes
become spatially separated.

In contrast, none reported on MZBM in a hybrid system of
SC/helical edge spin states of 2D TIs because report of the helical
edge spin states was rare before our finding as mentioned in

Secs. II and III. The 1D edge spin path of a helical edge state
coupled with SCs may be highly effective to yield MF and its braid-
ing. In particular, the laser patterning method as introduced in
Sec. III allows on-demand patterning of the helical edge spin paths
and positioning of MFs by combining with SCs. An example of
investigation, whether MZBM can be detected in a system of
SC/helical edge spin states in the few-layer 1T0 MoS2 explained in
Sec. III is briefly mentioned as following.

Figure 9(a) shows an optical microscope image of the mea-
sured sample for a hybrid system of the Nb/laser-derived TI region
in few-layer MoS2. The 1T0 phase region on few-layer MoS2 was
formed by the same low-power laser-irradiation conditions as those
mentioned in Sec. III. Two Nb electrodes with the spacing of
500 nm were placed on one edge line of the laser-derived 1T0 phase
region, which should have QSH phase based on the experiments in
Sec. III.

Figure 9(b) shows dI/dV (differential conductance) vs voltage
feature on different B// values of Fig. 9(a)—sample at Vbg = 35 V
and T = 100 mK. A large gap (∼1 mV) on dI/dV is observed at
B// = 0, while it decreases as B// increases. Expansion of V∼ 0 in the
low B// region of Fig. 9(b) is shown in Fig. 9(c). It reveals the
appearance of a small zero-bias dI/dV peak with the width of
∼30 μV at B//∼ 300 mT, whereas the peak disappears at a higher B//
region. As mentioned above, such a dI/dV peak has been under-
stood as a MZBM in a hybrid system for SC/semiconductor nano-
wires with strong SOI. A MZBM appears within an Andreev gap,
which originates from the reflection of Cooper pairs at the interface
of SC/semiconductor junctions. The gap value with ∼1 mV width
observed in Fig. 9(b) is two-times larger than Andreev gaps

FIG. 9. (a) Optical microscope image of a MoS2 flake with two Nb electrodes
shown in white arrow as a measured part. (b) Two-probe differential conduc-
tance (dI/dV) measurements as a function of voltage on different in-plane mag-
netic fields (B//) of (a)—sample at Vbg = 35 V. Each number for B// is in mT. (c)
Expansion of V∼ 0 in the low B// region of (b). Inset: Schematic view of laser-
derived 1T0 region with two Nb electrodes shown in (a).

FIG. 8. (a)–(c) Schematic views for observing a Majorana fermion (MF). (a)
Core and edges of topological superconductors (SCs), (b) hybrid of 1D helical
edge states of 2D TIs and two SCs(S) under in-plane magnetic fields (B//)
caused by ferromagnetic electrode (M), and (c) hybrid of 1D-TI and SC. (d)
Schematic view of hybrid system of SC and semiconductor nanowire with strong
SOI under weak B//. (e) MZBM on dI/dV vs V observed in (d) and (e); Adapted
and reproduced with permission from Kato et al., Science 336, 1003 (2012).
Copyright 2012 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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∼0.5 mV observed for Nb/semiconductor nanowires. In the present
case, two Nb electrodes are placed on mainly the edge spin current
path, and also the bulk gap part of the 2D TI region (<∼0.5 μm)
and the semiconducting MoS2 region (<∼0.5 μm), which locates at
the flake edge and gives almost no contributes to current flow
[see the inset of Fig. 9(b)]. Thus, the observed gap may be attrib-
uted to the interface between the purely 1D spin current path of
the helical edge spins (i.e., ≪10 nm width) and Nb electrodes.

In contrast, the zero-bias peak width ∼30 μV observed
B//∼ 300 mT is in approximately good agreement with the width of
a MZBM∼ 10 μV observed at B// <∼400 mT for Nb/semiconductor
(InSb) nanowires. This suggests the possible presence of MFs in
our system. The shape of dI/dV vs V curves drastically changes at
B// > 300 mT (i.e., width of the dI/dV gap becomes larger) and the
MZBM-like peak suddenly disappears. This may also be associated
with B// dependence of the purely 1D spin current path. As men-
tioned in Sec. III, the QSH phase is highly sensitive to the Zeeman
gap opening caused by B⊥ and easily suppressed. If the applied B//
may open such a gap at B// > 300 mT, the helical edge spin currents
are easily suppressed and a MZBM should disappear. Further
investigation is needed to clarify this.

V. CONCLUSION

How to create 2D TIs with QSH phases were briefly reviewed
for atomically thin or few-atom layers, graphene, and 2D TMDC
family. Although graphene has less SOC, decoration with heavy
nanoparticles (Bi2Te3) within only 3% coverage introduced the
QSH phase. Few-atom-layer 1T0-phase MoS2 created by low-power
laser-beam irradiation realized the RT-QSH phase and allowed
on-demand patterning of the QSH phases on few-layer semicon-
ductors, resulting in feasible application in RT topological devices.

In contrast, various quantum phenomena, which provide the
quantized conductance due to non-topological natures, exist. One
of those in atomically thin layers is 1D edge conductance. Edge
states can arise even in topologically trivial systems,51–53 e.g., due to
band bending52 and edge defects53 as observed in ordinary gra-
phene near the Dirac point. Although quantized edge resistances
were not reported in those graphene studies, it is indispensable to
reconfirm whether the experimental results introduced here includ-
ing the edge of laser-derived 1T0-phase regions are compatible with
such a trivial scenario.

The possible presence of MZBM was also discussed by com-
bining Nb electrodes to this QSH phase. Research of 2D TIs on
atom-thin (or few) layer TMDCs and application of the topologi-
cally protected 1D edge spin currents of the QSH phases to innova-
tive quantum devices must open a door to next-generation
quantum architectures, such as MF-based topological quantum
computation following non-Abelian particle statistics.
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